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In the current video coding standards, such as the H.261, H.263, H.264, MPEG-1, MPEG-2, and MPEG-4, they utilize the block motion estimation and compensation to remove the temporal redundancies of a video sequence, and achieve the objective of video compression. In the block motion estimation technique, it tries to find a similar block (reference block) to the current block in the reference frame. Then, it subtracts the reference block from the current block and forms a residue block. Since the reference block is usually very similar to the current block, due to the large correlations between video frames, the values in a residue block are mostly very small and can be easily compressed using much less bits, compared with encoding the current block directly. It is reported in [1] that under the same bit rate constraint, the encoding method using the block motion estimation can usually have more than 5dB increase of the PSNR (peak signal to noise ratio) than the encoding method which compresses the current block directly. Thus, under the same bit-rate constraint, the technique of block motion estimation can greatly enhance the visual quality of the reconstructed video sequence. For these reasons, the block motion estimation is an integral part of the current video coding standards. After the block motion estimation, a motion vector, which indicates the translational motion from the reference block to the current block, is encoded and transmitted to the decoder, so that the decoder can correctly retrieve the reference block. The residue block is spatially transformed and encoded, which uses a similar technique to the still image coding standards of JPEG and JPEG2000, to remove the spatial redundancies in the residue block, and the resulting encoded bits of the residue block are also transmitted to the decoder to enhance the visual quality.
Although the block motion estimation process is an important part in the video coding standards, this process has a large amount of computational complexity and becomes a bottle-neck for the speed of an encoder. In the H.264 standard, this problem is even more severe, since i) this standard can use multi-reference frames, ii) there are several motion estimation modes and iii) a sub-block in a block can have a motion vector. Thus, the computational complexity of the block motion estimation process in H.264 is several times that of other standards. In the full-search algorithm [1] for the block motion estimation process, it checks each candidate motion vector and thus is a brute-force algorithm and has the most amount of the computational complexity and the highest accuracy. For this reason, researchers tries to find a relatively low complexity block motion estimation algorithm with a high accuracy. There are four following approaches in the literature, which try to achieve this objective. i)
Use the motion vector of the low resolution blocks of the current block to predict the motion vector of the current block. This kind of algorithms suffer from the large computational overhead to generate the low resolution blocks and carry out the block motion estimation in low resolution blocks. ii)
Use only the feature pixels of the current block in the block matching process. Although having much less computational complexity, this kind of algorithms do not have a very high accuracy. iii)
Use a lower bounds of the block matching criterion to eliminate some candidate motion vectors. Although having the same accuracy as the full-search algorithm, this kind of algorithms also suffer from a large computational complexity. iv)
Reduce the number of the candidate motion vectors to be checked. Most fast block motion estimation algorithms belong to this category, such as the three step search algorithm [2], the four step search algorithm [3] , the block-based gradient descent search (BBGDS) algorithm [4] , and the diamond search algorithm [5] . However, these algorithms are usually trapped in a local minimum and have relatively poor accuracy. To improve the accuracy, the new threestep search algorithm [6] and the new four-step search algorithm [7] have been proposed, which employs the fact that the motion vector is most likely to lie at the center of the search window. However, these algorithms do not perform well when there are large motions between video frames. For this reason, the predictive motion vector field adaptive search technique (PMVFAST) algorithm [8] and the adaptive predictive diamond zonal search (APDZS) algorithm [9] have been proposed in the literature, which employs the neighboring motion vectors in the temporal and spatial domain to predict the current motion vector. When he motion of the current block is relatively different from the motions of neighboring blocks, this algorithm do not have a good accuracy. Thus, the unsymmetrical-cross multi-hexagongrid search (UMHexagonS) algorithm [10] has been proposed. This algorithm performs well not only in small motion situations but also in large motion situations, and also when the motion of the current block is different from that of neighboring blocks. Due to its good performance and about one-tenth computational complexity of the full-search algorithm, this algorithm is recommended for the implementation of the block motion estimation process in the H.264. In the UMHexagonS algorithm, it employs multi-hexagon grid search to first locate the possible region of the good motion vector in a large area, and the diamond search to further refine the search in a relatively small area. In our research, the multi-octagon grid is found to have a better search efficiency than the multi-hexagon grid. It is also found that for different motion estimation mode and characteristics, it would be better to have a search strategy that is suitable for this mode and characteristics, instead of the same search strategy for all the modes. Due to these reasons, a new algorithm is proposed in this paper, which having about one third less computational complexity than the UMHexagonS algorithm and about the same accuracy, according to theoretical analysis and simulation results.
The contribution of this paper has the following three points. i)
Newly search patterns of octagon search pattern and triangle search pattern are proposed. To our knowledge, these search patterns have never been utilized in the literature. The propose algorithm employs these search patterns for their good searching efficiency and good accuracy. ii)
Classify the motion modes and characteristics into two categories and carry out suitable search process according to its category. Although there are existing block motion estimation algorithms which also first classify the motion types, they never combine the block motion estimation mode with the block motion estimation characteristics in the judgment of the motion type. They only consider either one of these two factors in the judgment. iii)
The multi-octagon-grid search pattern is employed in the proposed algorithm instead of the multi-hexagon-grid search pattern, since the octagon grid is more close to a circle and has better searing accuracy than the hexagon search pattern, and the search locations on an octagon grid are 12, which is less than 16, the search locations on a hexagon grid. For this reason, the proposed algorithm has much less computational complexity than the UMHexagonS algorithm. This paper is organized as follows. First, a brief review of the UMHexagonS algorithm is given in the Section 2. Then, the proposed fast block motion estimation algorithm, which first classifies the motion modes and characteristics into two categories, then carries out the suitable search process according to the decided category, and employs the newly proposed octagon search pattern and triangle pattern, or a multi-octagon-grid search pattern and a large diamond search pattern, is described in details in Section 3. After that, experiments for standard bench mark video sequences of the proposed algorithm are carried out and the simulation results of the proposed algorithm are described and analysed in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is drawn in Section 5.
Review of the UMHexagonS algorithm
In the UMHexagonS algorithm, it includes the following four steps.
Step 1) Prediction of initial search center. In this step, it consists of four prediction modes, and each mode will produce one predictive motion vector, and the motion vector which has the minimum rate-distortion value will be selected as the search center for the next step. The rate-distortion cost of a candidate motion vector of V  can be expressed as
, where
is the sum of the absolute differences between the reference block corresponding to the candidate motion vector of V  and the current block,
is the bit-rate to encode the candidate motion vector ofV  , and  is the parameter to balance the distortion of the reconstructed sequence and the encoding bit-rate [10] .
Step 2) Unsymmetrical-Cross search. In this step, an unsymmetrical-cross search pattern is employed and the candidate search location with the minimum rate-distortion value is selected as the search center for the next step.
Step 3) Full-search for a 5 5  area and multi-hexagon-grid search.
Step 3-1) Full-search for a 5 5  area.
In this step, the 5 5  search pattern is utilized, and the optimal search location in this step is the center for the next step.
Step 3-2) Multi-Hexagon-Grid search. In this step, a multi-hexagon-grid search pattern is employed. For a search window of length 33, there are 64 search locations in this step.
Step 4) Extended hexagon based search.
Step 4-1) Large diamond search. In this step, a large diamond search pattern with six search locations is firstly recursively employed.
Step 4-2) Small diamond search. In this step, a small diamond search pattern with 4 search locations is iteratively employed.
Proposed algorithm
The objective of the proposed algorithm is to further reduce the computational complexity of the UMHexagonS algorithm with about the same accuracy. In order to utilize suitable search strategy for different kinds of blocks, the proposed algorithm intelligently first classifies the blocks into two categories according to the block motion estimation mode and motion characteristics of the block. In the proposed algorithm, two newly search patterns of octagon search pattern and triangle search pattern are proposed to boost the search efficiency, and the multi-octagon-grid search is proposed and employed to enhance the search efficiency and reduce the computational complexity. In the following, the octagon search pattern and the triangle search pattern are firstly described. The criterion to classify the current block is then given. Finally, the employed suitable search strategies for these two categories of blocks are described in details.
The octagon search pattern
Assume that the center of the octagon search pattern is located at ) , ( y x C C , the candidate search locations for the octagon search pattern lie at the following eight locations:
. This search pattern can be recursively employed. The advantage of using this search pattern is that it can search a relatively large area with very few search locations and thus this pattern has a good efficiency. . These triangle patterns can be recursively used according to the direction of the optimum motion vector checked so far. These triangle search patterns can be utilized in the refinement of the search process and its efficiency is better than the small diamond search pattern, which has 4 search locations.
The triangle search pattern

Classification of the blocks
In the H.264 video coding standard, there are 7 block motion estimation modes, which are 16 16 16  , 8 8  , and 4 4  blocks, if the motion of a block is guessed as large, the block is classified into the second category; otherwise, the block is classified into the first category. Thus, the first category includes the blocks with regular and small motions, and the second category includes the blocks with irregular or large motions. The judgment of the small or large motion of a block is carried out by computing the rate-distortion value at the current search center. If this value is larger than a threshold T, the block is judged as having large motion; otherwise, it is judged as having small motion, since the blocks with the small motion have a relatively small rate-distortion value at the search center.
The search strategy for the first category blocks
For the first category blocks, the octagon search pattern is recursively employed until the center of this pattern has the minimum value of rate-distortion cost. Then, the search center is moved to the location with the minimum value of the rate-distortion cost. After that, the triangle search pattern is recursively employed until the center of the triangle pattern has the minimum value of the ratedistortion cost, and the center of the search process is moved to the center of this triangle pattern. Finally, the eight spatially neighboring search locations to the search center, excluding the search locations which have been processed, are checked. The search location, which is checked to have the minimum rate-distortion value, corresponds to the motion vector of the proposed algorithm.
This search strategy is simple and has only a small amount of computational complexity, and it is suitable for blocks with regular and small motions.
The search strategy for the second category blocks
For this category of blocks, a symmetrical cross search pattern is first utilized. Denote the current search center as ) , ( 
. These 12 candidate motion vectors form a set of an octagon pattern.
The set of the th l  octagon pattern can be expressed as
for the search window of length 33. The search locations of all the octagon patterns form a set of a multi-octagon-grid and the set for all the search locations in this multi-octagon-grid can be expressed as S , a rate-distortion cost is evaluated to find a location with the minimum rate-distortion cost, i.e.
The total number of search locations in this step is 48, which is much less than that of the multihexagon-grid search pattern in the UMHexagonS algorithm, which has 64 search locations. Furthermore, the octagon pattern is closer to a circle than the hexagon pattern and can have better search efficiency. After this step, a big diamond search pattern, as shown in the Figure 1 , is recursively employed, until the center of this pattern has the minimum value of the rate distortion cost. More precisely, denote the current search center as S . Then, the triangle search pattern is recursively utilized, until the search center has the minimum rate-distortion value. Finally, the eight spatially neighboring search locations to the current search center, excluding those locations which have been processed, are checked. The search location, which has been checked to have the minimum rate distortion cost among all the processed search locations, corresponds to the motion vector of the proposed algorithm. 
Experiments and simulation results
The proposed algorithm is implemented based on the JM 12.4 software for H.264 [11] .The values of the parameters used in the simulation are listed in the Table 1 . The test video sequences used in the simulation have different motion characteristics, such as slow motion and fast motion. These sequences are bench mark sequences for the H.264 standard. For example, the Foreman, Coastguard, and Container sequences are of fast motion, while the rest sequences are of slow motion. The rate-distortion performance of the proposed algorithm and the UMHexagonS algorithm is as shown in Figure 2 . In this figure, the curve for the UMHexagonS represents the rate-distortion performance of the UMHexagonS algorithm, while the curve for the proposed algorithm represents the corresponding performance of the proposed algorithm. From this figure, it can be seen that the two curves are almost the same. Thus the UMHexagonS algorithm and the proposed algorithm have about the same rate-distortion performance, which indicates that the proposed algorithm does not lose the accuracy of the UMHexagonS algorithm. 
, which represents the reduction of the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm, compared with the UMHexagonS algorithm. From this table, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm can save about one third of the computational complexity of the UMHexagonS algorithm.
Some reconstructed video frames of the proposed algorithm and the UMHexagonS algorithm are shown in the Figure 3 . From this figure, it can be seen that the reconstructed frames of the proposed algorithm have about the same quality as that of the UMHexagonS algorithm, and thus the proposed algorithm has about the same accuracy as that of the UMHexagonS algorithm.
In a word, from the simulation results, it can be seen that the proposed algorithm has one third less computational complexity of that of the UMHexagonS algorithm with about the same accuracy. a）The 1st frame(UMHexagonS algorithm) b）The 1st fame（proposed algorithm） c）The 32 frame(UMHexagonS algorithm) d）The 32 frame（proposed algorithm） 
Conclusions
In this paper, a new fast block motion estimation algorithm has been proposed. In this algorithm, it first classifies the blocks into two categories, so that suitable search strategy can be chosen for the block. For the blocks with regular and small motions, the proposed new search patterns of octagon pattern and triangle pattern are respectively and recursively employed to efficiently search the motion vector with low rate-distortion cost. For the blocks with irregular or large motions, the symmetrical cross search pattern is firstly employed. Then, the multi-octagon-grid search patter is utilized. This pattern has much less computational complexity than that of the multi-hexagon-grid search pattern in the UMHexagonS algorithm and this pattern has good search efficiency. After that, the big diamond search pattern and the triangle search pattern are respectively and recursively employed to refine the search process. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has only two thirds the computational complexity of the UMHexagonS algorithm while having about the same accuracy. Further research will be conducted to wisely add the early termination scheme, which can terminate the search process in the block motion estimation process before it is completed, in the proposed algorithm.
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